Technical Reference - Q&A

TSD-QA (2013/03)

1. Q: How could I install CPU on socket 1155 motherboards?
A: There are two different type of CPU protection cover, please check your CPU protection cover type first then follow
below SOP to install CPU.
Type A: CPU protection cover on the top of CPU socket.
Step 1. Open the CPU socket without remove CPU protection cover: Disengage the lever by pressing it down and
sliding it out of the hook. At this time, you do not have to remove the protection cover.

Step 2. Insert the 1155-Pin CPU: Make sure locate Pin1 and the two orientation key notches, then carefully place
CPU into the socket.

Step 3. Close the socket: Press down the load lever, and secure it with the load plate tab under the retention tab.
The protection cover will automatically come off by itself.

Type B: CPU protection cover in CPU socket.
Step 1. Open the CPU socket: Disengage the lever by pressing it down and sliding it out of the hook.

Step 2. Remove CPU protection cover: Attach your index finger to the upper edge of the PnP Cap. Use your thumb
to remove PnP Cap (Pick and Place Cap) from the CPU socket by lifting the cap tab.

NEVER remove PnP Cap as pictured on the below. Incorrect removal of the PnP cap may cause damage to the
CPU socket contacts.
Step 3. Insert the 1155-Pin CPU: Make sure locate Pin1 and the two orientation key notches, then carefully place
CPU into the socket.

Step 4. Close the socket: Press down the load lever, and secure it with the load plate tab under the retention tab.

2. Q: I cannot copy files via ASMedia USB3.0 ports when using XFast USB under Windows 8. How do I solve this
problem?
A: If you want to use XFast USB on ASMedia USB3.0 port, please uninstall ASMedia USB3.0 driver and use Windwos
8 inbox driver.
3. Q: When I want to update Lucid Virtu MVP, there are two kinds of Lucid Virtu MVP in Lucid official website: Virtu MVP
and Virtu MVP R2.0. Which version of Virtu MVP should I update?
A:

Please note that Virtu MVP2.0 available for download and purchase only for Lucid online shop customers.
Please update Virtu MVP 1st generation version.
http://www.lucidlogix.com/driverdownloads-mvp.shtml.

